Importance of C1B domain for lipid messenger-induced targeting of protein kinase C.
The molecular mechanisms by which arachidonic acid (AA) and ceramide elicit translocation of protein kinase C (PKC) were investigated. Ceramide translocated epsilonPKC from the cytoplasm to the Golgi complex, but with a mechanism distinct from that utilized by AA. Using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, we showed that, upon treatment with AA, epsilonPKC was tightly associated with the Golgi complex; ceramide elicited an accumulation of epsilonPKC which was exchangeable with the cytoplasm. Stimulation with ceramide after AA converted the AA-induced Golgi complex staining to one elicited by ceramide alone; AA had no effect on the ceramide-stimulated localization. Using point mutants and deletions of epsilonPKC, we determined that the epsilonC1B domain was responsible for the ceramide- and AA-induced translocation. Switch chimeras, containing the C1B from epsilonPKC in the context of deltaPKC (delta(epsilonC1B)) and vice versa (epsilon(deltaC1B)), were generated and tested for their translocation in response to ceramide and AA. delta(epsilonC1B) translocated upon treatment with both ceramide and AA; epsilon(deltaC1B) responded only to ceramide. Thus, through the C1B domain, AA and ceramide induce different patterns of epsilonPKC translocation and the C1B domain defines the subtype specific sensitivity of PKCs to lipid second messengers.